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About This Game

Last Encounter is a twin-stick action roguelite in deep space following a group of heroes trying to prevent the unavoidable by
cloning their ships and designing their weapons with swappable components.

Advanced technology lets you and your friends clone your avatars so death is not the end. Teleport into new sectors of space,
discovering the ever-changing, procedurally generated layouts and hazards filled with strange beings and alien environments.

Find dozens of advanced weapon components scattered throughout diverse galaxy biomes. Combine the pieces as you see fit to
create the strongest weapon in the universe.

Choose from a variety of unlockable ships and pilots and prove your skills against alien ships and bosses in the far reaches of
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space.

Last Encounter does not have predefined weapons. Dr. Daniel Connor has found a way to use alien technology through a unique
component based weapon system. Research enables you to combine components into deadly designs, like Homing Gatling

Rockets, Poison Flak Shells or the Triple Bouncing Laser Beam on the image above.

What components will you find in the depths of space? What weapons will you craft?

Your mission sends you into deep space, many galaxies from home. Since not every pilot makes it back, or very far to be
honest, Dr. Connor has a cloning device which lets him create new pilots to send on the mission.

The problem with the portals though is that they are unreliable. You will end up in the same galaxies, most likely. But that does
not mean they’ll be familiar. Every time you jump through a portal you’ll be in a galaxy sector you most likely have not seen

before

On your journey deep into unexplored sectors you will encounter both human remains and alien species. These strange beings
might join you on your adventure and grow your pool of available pilots.
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Each pilot comes with their special traits. Some of them rely on speed and agility, while others prefer raw force.

Besides pilots, you’ll also be growing your collection of space crafts in your home base. Ships have varied hulls and shields. But
what mostly makes them apart are their special abilities. Cloaking devices, EMP bombs, Weapon Augmentations, you name it!

Alien weaponry systems hold dozens of weapon components which can be designed into hundreds of weapons. With the various
weapon systems, pilots and ships there are thousands of combinations you can use to your advantage, or doom.

Although it’s perfectly acceptable for you to take on the mission by yourself, if you do prefer company, you can team up with
three more pilots in local co-op.

The friendly pilots will join in on your mission wherever you left off. You’ll be sharing the same progress, money pool and
technology resources on your adventure into the unknown.

Welcome to Last Encounter!
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The engine is slow...never quite sure if the game has froze or still loading. the turns are slow and laggy. The game play its self is
poor. Unless you like a laggy game that constantly over rides your orders and does what it wants anyway then hands you
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the moment you start to turn things around this game isn't for you. I have invested
enough hours to assess this game as a boat anchor.. When the original game from 1993 manages to have a more compelling
storyline and more interesting characters, YOU'RE DOING SOMETHING WRONG.

Huge fan of the original game on the Sega MegaDrive/Genesis, and I got this because I thought "it may not be perfect, but it
can't be THAT bad..."

...wrong.

The controls are horrible, the graphics look like every other run-of-the-mill Xbox Live arcade game, and honestly I liked the
story of the original better.

They changed a few things too many in my taste (Ian, Death Tower, final level).
The final level was a JOKE compared to the original. If you had to fight more than one Morph at a time, you were in SERIOUS
trouble. It was possible, but with a lot of dodging, moving and constantly getting a little hit in here and there. Here though? Not
so much.
The level up system seems tacked on.

The last two stages were a repetetive chore to get through, and only because I wanted to see the disappointing ending.
Anyway, this may seem like a huge rant, and...well, it is, but the game did have one or two redeeming factors. It looked ok.
Conrad was ok as long as he wasn't talking smack. The hoverbike minigame was nice enough.

The rest though? Mmh. No. Would not buy it again if I had the choice.. See my impressions at https://youtu.be/qF1yiEUrDtM.
Das Spiel startet nicht. Ich werde darauf hingewiesen, das AGEIA PhysX nicht gestartet werden kann.
Was nun.
 Ein Spiel, das nicht läuft, ist verschwendetes Geld,
 und wenn es noch so günstig ist!. Good stuff looking forward to more from Clifftop Games. Madcap Castle aims to be a puzzle
platformer from the days of Game Boy era games and does a very good job at reaching those aims.

TLDR; First Impressions Video and Critique

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5iStmcOoIko

The controls are tight and intutive as well are the mechanics relating to your active abilities on each world. The movement is the
biggest thing that could have made this game cross the line between challenging but attainable or frustrating and sloppy. Im
happy to say that it most certainly falls into the former category making the puzzles challenging but I always felt that I could
complete them with practice.

The only things I would like to see from either a patch on this game or in the developers future games is more love for the
options menus!

Please put in something to the effect of audio sliders for your music, FX, and master volumes. By no means is the sound
unbalanced between the different types of sounds created during gameplay but it is always a little piece of customization that is
sorely missed when its not there.

The last thing I would love to see patched is a way to get back to the main menu from the world selection screen. You can return
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to the main menu when you've selected a world and are choosing a level but not when you're selecting just a world.

They are little nit picks but worthwhile to bring up.

All in all I enjoyed Madcap Castle would reccomened at least playing the demo if you have a spare 1\/2 hour :). The good
things:
-Dieselmine's art is good as usual.
-Scenario as well, it's stupid and silly, but gets the job done. There's also some good scenes.
-Translation is better than Material Girl.

The bad things:
-Translation still sucks. Actually, unlike Material Girl where it was just machine translated, here some YES\/NO choices are
accidentally switched around, so you'll be making choices you don't want to.
-Gameplay is very tedious. It's like playing Korean MMO, with you doing tedious grind with no challenge at all, and just waiting
for game to decide it's time for you to get the next event.
-It's not very clear what you have to do for different scenes, or scene-chains. Unlike sensible eroge that give you some kind of
hints, or just a list, here you have no idea what you have to do for anything.
-When you do get the scenes, most of them are very short.
-3D graphics are very uneven. At best they are similar to low-poly Gamecube stuff(Magical Melody is a common comparison),
but at worst it just looks bad.
-Kinda minor complaint, but UI is glitchy. At points it'll just turn into unrecognizable mess of pixels for brief moment.

In short, I wouldn't recommend this.. 10/10 Realest Experience ever
took a quick break to smoke a bowl as soon as i put on the rift an anouncement said that the trainstation is a no smoking area
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Jogo bem divertido.. A very challening but equally rewarding game once you master the beats of a level. I really enjoyed playing
this, the soundtrack is a treat and really helps you time the characters movement. Only critism would be I found it pretty hard in
some of the boss fights, but the overwhelming joy of defeating them is great!. Love playing this game with my daughter, nice
humorous puzzle platformer game with interesting concept and cute characters with some rude behavior :P

My daughter will sit for hours playing the game solving the puzzles and laughing at the cut scenes, good clean fun :D. Very solid
old-school shmup. Great looking. Challenging but not overly so. Varied environments and enemies that are thoughtfully
designed. Enjoying it way more than I thought I would.. sssssssssssssssss. Well, that was a long adventure. I feel kinda sad,
because I don't want this adventure ever end! Every single route is interesting. (3 route in total, in which one's you'll get a lot
desition making situation's, and because of your desition you'll get your (bad, normal, true) ending. Art style, character design
and music are awesome! I'll hope you enjoy this adventure too!!. Good game! but hard af on somelevel. Reccomend a controller
imo.. I see a lot of hate for these DLC weapons but they do have improved stats than normal versions of the weapon not by
much but still an improvment.

also they are more compact so they give you more space in your inventory plus they look much cooler.

furthermore they come with an aug upgrade. one dlc comes with an ability to turn old weapons or ammo and other items into
crafting parts by dismantling them.

The other dlc includes an aug that slows down the timer of an enemy grenade which is usefull.

Ps: they are still a rip off though, but I don't mind spending money on games I like.. Mike Dies is a great platforming game that
should get more attention! Even though there are some bugs here and there, it has good voice acting, a great story, great level
design, good art design and had challenging level design. I really hopes it comes to more platforms in the future because there is
some good potential there.
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